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AMENSE ADULTS FOR CHILDHOOD
PRESENTATION
Frequently in today's world we are
seeing so many young adults who
can’t harmonize with their own
lives and then, the children pay the
consequences. It is very common to
see errors and inappropriate
treatment towards them, even from
good people; and is especially
alarming increasing of damages and
even fatalities of children that we
see daily in the news. Why not
prevent these damages?
¡TO NEW NEEDS, WE ARE
PROPOSING NEW ANSWERS!
AMENSE ADULTS FOR CHILDHOOD is
a Lifelong Learning Program created by a
team of professionals from Cuba (theology,
psychology and medicine) integrated under
the light of faith; and have a history of 19
years of experience applying it in different
people from different cultures.
See history and results online:
http://www.amense.com/PROGRA
MAS.aspx
Who are recipients?
As a Lifelong Learning Plan, AAFC
is offered directly to young, couples,
new parents, spouses, adults in
general, independently of their
specific beliefs, race, religion,
culture or political affiliation.

What is the goal?
It is designed to learn to assume the
responsibilities as adults, achieving a
harmony with oneself and each
other, especially in communion with
the needs of children. So, each one
manages a personal growth in
harmony with the familiar everyday
life.
How is conducted?
The methodology manages to face
the
common
difficulties
of
interpersonal relationships in family
and social life, through receive the
Amense
Instruction
(updated
information about the Human
Being), which include resources for
self-knowledge and understanding
each other.
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Which are the means that are used?
Amense Instruction manages more
than the traditional instruction
means, with the original character
Carla Niña de Luz™, the Amense
Theatre, using the modality Amense
Encounter in all media outreach, as
well as the courses, workshops,
seminaries, public presentations, in
which
every
participant
is
empowered
of
responsible
participation to reach their own
growth.
Who provides the lifelong learning
program?
Every kind of Amense Instruction is
given directly for a team of at least a
couple. Originally spouses Alberto
& Sara (former catholic priest and
psychologist, respectively) have
been teaching together every
learning activity. Today days there
are a leadership group, committed
themselves with the program
A.A.F.C. for many

years, and they are already
expanding to the Community.
How it is expanding?
By the Amense Kids project, an
internal initiative of the leadership
group.
What is the reach that this program has?
There are three levels according with
three slopes of the Amense
Instruction:
A. - Seeds, lights, scattered on
Social Media: Programs Carla Little
Light, and Amense theater; with a
slogan, a Hymn and Fundamentals
of relationships.
B. - Cycles Continuing Education
Courses for Adults.
C. - Cycles of Training Courses for
family life.
What are the main themes?
- Personality/Sexuality/Spirituality
- Interpersonal Communication
- Freedom and Personal realization
- Ethic: Personal/Familiar/Social

Do you feel involved in this current challenge for our community?
Ask your question at 305 863 6532 or Email: amense@amense.com
More Information in www.amense.com

Sara Mateo & Alberto Barrios
AMENSE INSTRUCTION FOUNDERS
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